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PSA has partnered with industry leading solutions providers to make cloud-based cybersecurity services, 
video solutions and access control a reality for your customers.  

PSA has a suite of virtual and in-person training opportunities to help guide you on your path to becoming 
a managed security service provider. From sales support and strategy training to developing compensation 
programs, PSA is ready to help you navigate the finer points of bringing this exciting new business model to 
life. We also offer technical training and certification opportunities with our key program partners to ensure 
you have the operational and technical expertise you need to be successful.

PSA will assist qualified integrators in financing the upfront product costs of developing managed services 
installations. Contact Steve King (sking@psasecurity.com or 800.525.9422 x122) for current rates and 
available financing programs for your installation.  
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ACCESS CONTROL VIDEO SOLUTIONS CYBERSECURITY
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ACCESS CONTROL VIDEO SURVEILLANCE CYBERSECURITY

MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES 
PROVIDER (MSSP) PROGRAM

New Directions to Accelerate Your Growth
The PSA Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) Program is designed to help you diversify your service 
offerings and realize the full potential and benefits of a managed services business model. Leveraging 
partnerships with some of the industry’s best cybersecurity providers and cloud-based security solutions, 
you will be able to tap into additional revenue opportunities and accelerate your business growth.
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Industry Leading Cloud-Based Solutions 
PSA has partnered with industry leading solutions providers to make cloud-based cybersecurity 
services, video management, remote monitoring and access control a reality for your customers.   

ACCESS CONTROL PARTNERS
Developed by industry veterans, Feenics is paving the way for the future of enterprise cloud-based access 
control solutions. Using Mercury field panels, Keep integrates with leading video, intrusion and wireless lock 
manufacturers, and is built on a fully accessible REST API. Keep’s rich functionality includes capabilities 
such as badging, mass notifications, visitor management and Active Directory integration, along with a UI 
that is accessible via a Windows desktop app, web client or by using the mobile app.

Brivo offers an integrated security platform including cloud-based access control, mobile credentials and 
administration, video surveillance, identity and visitor management, and elevator control. With flexible 
financing options and a subscription-based service, Brivo provides simply better security

VIDEO SOLUTIONS PARTNERS
Eagle Eye Networks is #1 in cloud video surveillance worldwide, addressing the needs of businesses, alarm 
companies, security integrators, and individuals. Eagle Eye’s 100% cloud managed solutions provide cloud 
and on-premise recording, bank level security and encryption, and broad analog and digital camera sup-
port – all accessed via the web or mobile applications.

Netwatch provides live remote 24/7/365 video monitoring and response security solutions in a turn-key 
package for an economical fixed fee, to protect client sites and prevent crime and other unwanted activity. 

OpenEye is an innovator in the design and development of cloud managed software solutions for video, 
business intelligence, and loss prevention. Their solutions empower users to improve operational efficiency, 
identify actionable insights, and achieve a greater return on investment. All OpenEye Web Services 
platform software is developed in Liberty Lake, Washington and many of OpenEye’s products are made in 
America.

Viakoo automatically detects physical security system failures, diagnoses them, and provides fix-it plans for 
integrators. Their latest product, Camera Firmware Update Manager, automates keeping cameras at the 
latest/safest firmware level. Their award-winning solutions are used across all verticals to eliminate missing 
video and cyber vulnerabilities, while providing detailed reference information on security systems.

CYBERSECURITY PARTNERS
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Panda Security’s Adaptive Defense 360 is a next-generation cybersecurity solution that offers preventative, 
detection and remediation capabilities. It performs as a behavior-based intelligence solution that stops 
malicious threats from impacting critical system resources and assets.

eSentire® is the largest pure-play Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service provider, keeping 
organizations safe from constantly evolving cyber attacks that technology alone cannot prevent. Its 24x7 
Security Operations Center (SOC), staffed by elite security analysts, hunts, investigates, and responds in real-
time to known and unknown threats before they become business disrupting events. Protecting more than 
$5.7 trillion AUM in the financial sector alone, eSentire absorbs the complexity of cybersecurity, delivering 
enterprise-grade protection and the ability to comply with growing regulatory requirements.


